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At the end of 2021, with the rapid escalation of COVID19 cases due to the Omicron variant,
testing centers in Canada were overwhelmed. To alleviate the pressure on the PCR testing
capacity, many provinces implemented new strategies that promote self testing and adjust
the eligibility for PCR tests, making the count of new cases underreported. We designed a
novel compartmental model which captures the new testing guidelines, social behaviours,
booster vaccines campaign and features of the newest variant Omicron. To better describe
the testing eligibility, we considered the population divided into high risk and non-high-
risk settings. The model is calibrated using data from January 1 to February 9, 2022, on
cases and severe outcomes in Canada, the province of Ontario and City of Toronto. We
conduct analyses on the impact of PCR testing capacity, self testing, different levels of
reopening and vaccination coverage on cases and severe outcomes. Our results show that
the total number of cases in Canada, Ontario and Toronto are 2.34 (95%CI: 1.22e3.38), 2.20
(95%CI: 1.15e3.72), and 1.97(95%CI: 1.13e3.41), times larger than reported cases, respec-
tively. The current testing strategy is efficient if partial restrictions, such as limited capacity
in public spaces, are implemented. Allowing more people to have access to PCR reduces the
daily cases and severe outcomes; however, if PCR test capacity is insufficient, then it is
important to promote self testing. Also, we found that reopening to a pre-pandemic level
will lead to a resurgence of the infections, peaking in late March or April 2022. Vaccination
and adherence to isolation protocols are important supports to the testing policies to
mitigate any possible spread of the virus.

© 2022 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi
Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

When the Omicron variant became the dominant strain in Canada, testing centers became overwhelmed and many
provinces announced a targeted testing strategy strategy (British Columbia Centre for Disease Control, 2022; Government of
Manitoba, 2022; Government of Ontario, 2021; Government of Quebec, 2022; British Columbia Centre for Disease Control,
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2022). Tests for COVID-19 are typically divided into two types according to population priority. Individuals working or living
in high-risk settings (hospitals or congregate living setting, such as shelters, group homes, jails, etc. …) are eligible for PCR
testing if symptomatic. For non-high-risk populations, severe infected individuals are prioritized for PCR testing to support
medical treatments in time. Mild infected non-high-risk people are recommended to conduct self-testing, and isolation.
Consequently, the cases reporting criterium was changed, leading to an underestimation of the actual number of cases. To
implement new reopening stages, it is important to understandwhat the real status of the epidemic is, by estimating, asmuch
as possible and precise, the unreported cases.

The high accurate PCR test is a time-consuming process requiring specialized personnel and laboratory equipment.
Although PCR tests can be returned within 24 h after the collection, if the system is overwhelmed, results might be returned
after several days (ClevelandClinic medical professional, 2021). Given the role of testing and isolation in controlling the spread
of the virus, returning the tests in a short period of time is extremely important (Larremore et al., 2021). In contrast, the rapid
antigen tests can be a preferable surveillance resource in areas where there are long delays PCR returns, ensuring the
implementation of subsequent isolation measures (Forde& Ciupe, 2021; Peeling et al., 2021; Holmdahl et al., 2021; Korenkov
et al., 2021). The easy availability of cheap rapid test kits can help to maintain hospitalization caps under critical levels
(Grundel et al., 2022). Studies have shown that antigen screening with sufficient frequency could reverse the epidemic, while
PCR-based pooled screening may not stop the outbreak (Smith et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2021). However, all the available studies
look at the implementation of a single type of test. The effect of the hybrid testing strategy on themitigation of the outbreak in
which both PCR and self-test are conducted is crucial for the transition to endemic, but still unknown.

Over the past months, the intense vaccination campaign helpedmitigate the spread of the virus, and its variants, as well as
possible severe outcomes (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2022). However, given the waning of the first two
doses of vaccine (Levin et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021) and their low effectiveness against the Omicron variant
(Swaminathan, 2022), a third dose campaign has been implemented across Canada starting mid-Fall 2021 to protect the
population and prevent overwhelming public health resources. Studies have shown that the effectiveness of the booster dose
against the Omicron variant is roughly 70%e90% (Swaminathan, 2022; Tartof et al., 2022; Del Rio et al., 2022; Mahase, 2021;
Grannis et al., 2021).

The beneficial implementation of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) to mitigate the spread of SARS-COV-2 has been
widely studied (Yuan et al., 2022; Ngonghala et al., 2020; Hellewell et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020), even in combination with
vaccination (McCoy et al., 2020; Layton & Sadria, 2022; Brüssow & Zuber, 2022; Tong et al., 2022; Aruffo et al., 2021). After
almost three years of restrictions and implementation of NPIs, people's adherence to following and respecting the rules has
been changing over time, and this had a great impact on the actual mechanisms of virus transmission (Caldwell et al., 2021;
Ejigu et al., 2021; Pedro et al., 2020; Lafzi et al., 2021). Social behavior also depends on the perception of severity that in-
dividuals have due to the change in number of deaths or infections, leading to a change of the infections' transmission (Weitz
et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020). It is therefore important to incorporate all these crucial factors when evaluating the new testing
system for Omicron in Canada.

In this paper, we aim to determine an exit strategy under the prevalence of Omicron, using Toronto, Ontario, and Canada as
cases studies. We build a comprehensive SEIR compartmental model that distinguishes populations depending on the risk of
the settings (where PCR testing continues or not) they belong to. Based on this division, we can depict the new testing
guidelines, including PCR testing and self-testing. We further include the third dose of the vaccine, people's awareness of the
disease, and compliance with isolation requirements. The model is calibrated using Monte-Carlo-based Bayesian melding
framework. We then assess different strategies in which various combinations of PCR testing and self-testing administration,
different levels of restrictions lifting, PCR test turnaround times are considered. We also investigate how booster dose
coverage and social behavior affect mitigation of epidemic, especially when restrictions are lifted.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Modelling

A compartmental model is developed to capture the impact of the new targeted testing strategy and transmission of the
Omicron variant in Toronto, Ontario, and Canada. To study how the recent changes in testing policies affect the transmission,
based on the new PCR testing eligibility criteria, the population is divided into two groups: high-risk (HRS, including the
hospitals and congregate living settings, elementary and secondary students and education staff) and non-high-risk (nHRS).
The model follows the SEIR framework, extended to include asymptomatic, confirmed cases, those in hospital, ICU, deceased
and vaccinated individuals (Fig. 1). A description of variables and parameters used are presented in Supplementary materials
(Tables S2 and S4). The transmission in the population is defined using transmission risk parameters and a contact matrix
describing contacts between and within subpopulations. The model captures the effect of population awareness of high daily
reported cases onmitigation of epidemic. Populationmixing and contacts are assumed to increase, or decrease, depending on
the respective decrease or increase of reported cases. Themaximum reduction of contact rates compared to the pre-pandemic
level due to the awareness of high reported cases is assumed to be 79.9% (Brankston et al., 2021).
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Fig. 1. Diagram for the transmission in high-risk settings (subscript 1) and non high-risk settings (subscript 2).
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2.2. New testing policies and isolation

The model incorporates the new testing policies of both required PCR and self-testing. Following the government policy, it
is assumed that symptomatic nHRS individuals self-test at home, but most of them are not confirmed by any PCR tests and
consequently, will not be reported in the daily case count by the public health unit unless hospitalized. The turnaround time
of PCR tests (from sampling to informing the patient of the result) is assumed to be 2 days on average (City of Toronto, 2022a,
2022b), and this is shorter for the self-test (1 day). Those with severe symptomatic infections in nHRS will be tested when
admitted to the hospital, and it is assumed it takes 1 day to be included in the reported cases. The sensitivity of detection of
infections of rapid test kits is assumed to be 64.2% (Prince-Guerra et al., 2021). It is assumed that 66.3% (Arora, 2021) of those
with mild symptomatic infections in nHRS confirmed by self-testing, and 96.5% (Arora, 2021) of thosewith mild symptomatic
infections confirmed by PCR testing will follow isolation policies.
2.3. Vaccination and waning immunity

Given the waning immunity of the first two doses (Levin et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021) and their low efficacy against
the newest Omicron variant (Tartof et al., 2022), we assume that all individuals in the population are susceptible to infection,
except those protected by the second dose in the last three months and those who received the third dose. We include the
rollout of booster doses in the model using daily doses, and we assume that booster dose provides 70% effectiveness against
the Omicron infection (Swaminathan, 2022; Tartof et al., 2022). The count data of daily booster dose 3 is incorporated into the
model and we assume a maximumvaccination coverage of 80% (or 60%) of the eligible population (12þ), and use the average
vaccination rate based on data of the latest week in the projections. Waning immunity of booster dose is not included due to
uncertainty regarding such process at the time of writing.
2.4. Model calibration

Themodel is calibrated using publicly available surveillance data of daily new reported cases and deaths, daily hospitalized
and ICU cases in Toronto, Ontario, and Canada from January 1 to February 9, 2022 (City of Toronto, 2022a, 2022b; Government
of Canada, 2022; Public Health Ontario, 2022). The proportion of nHRS mild symptomatic infections conducting self-testing
and PCR testing, the transmission risk, the proportion of hospitalized, ICU and deaths from ICU are estimated using a Monte-
Carlo-based Bayesianmelding framework (Newcomb et al., 2022) and are reported in Table S6. The estimations are based on a
forwarding weekly time window to capture in a timely fashion the changes in transmission risk and severity.

We sample 200,000 parameter vectors from the uniform prior distribution (Table S6), thenminimize the normalizedmean
square error (NMSE) between data and model predictions to obtain the estimated parameters. We choose the 1000 best-
fitting parameters vectors based on the modified NMSE indicator during the chosen 7-day window. The modified indica-
tor facilitates a combination of prediction error with respect to the cumulative case, hospitalized case, ICU cases, and cu-
mulative death data together, despite their different magnitudes. For the next 7-day window, another 200,000 parameter
vectors are sampled from the posterior distribution of the most recent 7-day window (75%) and the initial parameter prior
distribution (25%). Then we obtain the blended parameter sets of the best-fitting models over time. The median and range of
estimated parameters over the last 7 days of data are presented in Table S7.
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2.5. Scenarios

The list of all the scenarios studied is presented in Table 1 (details in Table S8). The total number of cases and severe
outcomes until August 31, 2022, are presented and compared amongst a combination of different testing strategies and
different levels of lifting of restrictions (labeled as scenario A), and different turnaround times of PCR test (labeled as scenario
Table 1
List of scenarios related to testing, vaccination strategy, and social behavior as well as the parameters of investigation used to project cases and severe
outcomes.
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B). We also investigate the combination of different levels of lifting of restrictions and third booster dose coverage, adherence
to isolation measures, and the awareness of the epidemic (labeled as C, D, E respectively). Scenario A contains 9 simulations
for each jurisdiction, with combinations of lifting baseline (level 1 or level 1 þ level 2) and testing baseline (PCR testing, 20%,
or self-testing, 30%). The detailed simulations included in other scenarios are presented in Table 1 and Table S8. The pro-
jections are obtained using the median of 1000 simulations for each scenario.

2.6. Sensitivity analysis

Given the uncertainty of the parameters related to the transmission, testing and adherence, we employ the Latin Hy-
percube Sampling/Partial Rank Correlation Coefficient (LHS/PRCC) sensitivity analysis method to identify which parameters
are more significant on the model outputs, such as cumulative cases and deaths. We generate 2000 samples using uniform
distribution and used parameters related to Canada. The parameters studied and the sampling ranges are provided in Table
S9. Parameters are defined as significant if their PRCC is, in absolute value, larger than 0.5.

3. Results

3.1. The model fitting and uncover the underreported COVID case counts

Our model is calibrated forward by a 7-day window and the model fitting results are shown in Fig. S1. It is critical to
iteratively calibrate the model as the social behavior change can significantly affect the transmission. Also, the test strategy
focused on the populations in “high risk” settings may underestimate the transmission in the community, while the
sequential calibration may better capture the change of the transmission risk and uncover the underreported cases.

By fitting the model to reported cases in HRS (Fig. S1), the numbers of unreported cases in non-HRS are estimated at 2.34
(95%CI: 1.22e3.38), 2.20 (95%CI: 1.15e3.72), and 1.97 (95%CI: 1.13e3.41), times the reported cases for Toronto, the province of
Ontario and Canada respectively (Fig. 2).

3.2. The comparison of the effect of different test strategies on the transmission, short and middle term

It is vital to explore the effect of PCR test on the transmission, under the circumstance of the fast transmission of Omicron
and limited PCR test capacity. We observe that with an increased accessibility to PCR tests, the cases reported show an in-
crease, however the total case counts will decrease, indicating the benefits of implementing rigorous PCR testing (Figs. 3e5,
Tables S10e12), and themitigation effects are observed in both the short (in 2 incubation period) andmiddle term (till August
31, 2022). But for the deaths, the different test strategies do not show much difference in the short run, while the more PCR
tests and self-tests help reduce deaths in the middle run (Figs. 3e5).

Moreover, shortening the turnaround time for PCR test results, resulting in earlier isolation of infective people, further
reduces transmission (Fig. 4). However, if four days are necessary to confirm cases, we observe lower deaths when there is
more self-testing compared tomore PCR tests, and in this case, a better strategy is to havemore people conducting self-testing
and isolation. Hence, if PCR testing capability is limited to ensure the current rules (test symptomatic infections in HRS and
severe symptomatic infections in nHRS), encouraging self-testing will help mitigate transmission and severe outcomes.
Fig. 2. The estimated ratio of total cases and reported cases during Jan 1, 2022eFeb 9, 2022, for Canada (purple), Ontario (green), and Toronto (yellow) are 2.34,
2.20, and 1.97 times larger than reported cases, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The impact of increasing PCR result turnaround time to 2 days (left hand column) from 4 days (right hand column). The cumulative number of cases and
death are the projections till Aug 31, 2022 (scenario B in Table 1).

Fig. 4. The impact of different test strategies on the COVID cases and death in Toronto, Ontario, and Canada, in the short run. The cumulative number of cases and
death are the projections till February 15, 2022 (the 2 incubation periods after data).
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3.3. A resurgent wave may occur with lifting of restrictions, peaking in late March or April 2022

For the city of Toronto, the province of Ontario and Canada as a whole, a resurgence of hospitalizations (illustrated as
numbers of daily ICU occupancy) is predicted to occur in late March/early April through May 2022 (Fig. 5, S2 and S3, Tables
S10e12) if all restrictive public health measures are lifted. The resurgence is predicted to be proportionally higher for Canada
as awhole, than for Toronto and Ontario. The size of the resurgencewas reduced if a greater proportion of cases were detected
by either self-testing or, to a greater extent, by PCR testing, and then isolated (Fig. 5, S2 and S3, Tables S10e12). If the
transmission is kept low, with partial closure or limited reopening, then no resurgence is observed, and the current strategy
appears to be beneficial as the one employingmore testing (Fig. 5, S2 and S3, Tables S10e12). Our results show that, regardless
the level of reopening, if more PCR tests are conducted the reported cases are higher than the ones shown under other
scenarios, however the total cases are lower.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for Canada as a whole under scenarios for testing strategies & lifting of restrictions. Panel A: the cumulative case count & death in
Canada up to August 31, 2022; Panel B the epidemic curves for the scenarios.
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3.4. 60% coverage of booster third dose in eligible population cannot prevent a resurgence

After an important immunization campaign with the two doses, the administration of the third dose has started towards
the end of 2021. Given the vaccination uptake at the time of writing, we investigate the total and reported cases, and severe
outcomes under different vaccine coverages (80% vs 60%) and reopening strategies (Fig. 6, Tables S10e12). As expected, cases
and severe outcomes decrease as the coverage of immunization increases and if the level of reopening is low. However, the
resurgences can be seen in Toronto, Ontario, and Canada evenwith partial opening, if with 60% coverage of booster third dose
in eligible population. We also observe that if only 60% of the population is vaccinated, reopening with some restrictions in
place is more beneficial than achieving a higher coverage (80%) and implementing a full reopening.
3.5. Social behavior and resurgence waves with the lifting of restrictions

Awareness of new infections reduces the risk of spreading the disease (Figs. 7A, S4A, S5A, Tables S10e12). When people
realize that daily new infections are high and consciously protect themselves, the peak of daily ICU occupancy is smaller than
the wave in January 2022, although we observe an outbreak in late March after full opening. But if people are unaware of the
outbreak, even if with partially open, a resurgence in late March or early April may overwhelm the healthcare system,
let alone fully opening. On the other hand, this also shows that the number of infections will be greatly overestimated when
people's social behavior is not considered. This also suggests that our model projections may be closer to the actual
transmission.

The new testing requires self-isolation of individuals who are symptomatic in non-high-risk settings. However, it is
possible to assume that not 100% of symptomatic respect the isolation. Fig. 7B shows possible resurgence after lifting re-
strictions. Overall, the higher the proportion of people adhering the restrictions, the lower the number of cases and severe
outcomes (Figs. 7B, S4B, S5B, Tables S10e12). As expected, themagnitude of the newwave is higher for low compliance levels.
3.6. Parameter uncertainty and sensitivity analysis

Our findings from the sensitivity analysis show that the parameters that the most affect cumulative infections and total
infection as well as deaths are the ones related to adherence to isolation of mild cases, reduction of contacts, susceptibility,
scaling factor of contacts and infectiousness of asymptomatic cases (Fig. S6). In detail, of the mentioned parameters, the one
showing a negative significant correlation is the reduction of contacts, and all the remainings show a positive correlation. The
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Fig. 6. The impact of booster dose coverage on the daily ICU occupancy after lifting the restriction measures. (A) Canada (B) Ontario (C) Toronto.
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result suggests that to reduce the infections and severe outcomes is important to limit contacts, promote adherence to
isolation, more adequate personal protective equipment for the most susceptible individuals and detect asymptomatic cases.
4. Discussion

We develope a COVID-19 transmission model introducing the new testing guideline, and its limitations, implemented in
Canada after the rapid emergence of cases due to the Omicron variant. The population is divided into two subgroups
depending on the settings they belong to: “high risk” settings (eligible for PCR testing under the new guidelines) and “non-
high risk” settings (eligible for PCR testing under the new guidelines only under few circumstances). The model is calibrated
to surveillance data in Toronto, Ontario, and Canada by implementing an iterative data-model assimilation approach and
Bayesian estimation weekly forward. The structure of our model allows projections and analyses for any jurisdiction with
available data.

Our model fitting suggests that current testing may capture a third of the total cases, leaving a large proportion of infected
unreported. The unreported cases in the community are aworrying source of infection, whichmay result in further spreading
or newwaves. Althoughmore rigorous PCR tests are effective in detecting the possible infections, mitigating the transmission,
and reducing severe outcomes, the promotion of self covid test kits is also an alternative optionwith the consideration of costs
and capacity of PCR testing. Although PCR testing is time consuming, to improve the control of the virus, returning the tests in
a limited time is crucial.

Our results show that lifting restrictions will lead to a resurgent wave of infections and, consequently, hospitalisations,
peaking in lateMarch or April 2022. Our findings suggest that, to prevent any possible future resurgence, othermeasures such
as vaccination, isolation and awareness of the epidemic are highly effective.
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Fig. 7. The impact of social behaviors on the daily ICU occupancy in Canada after lifting the restriction measures.
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The current testing guidelines, focused on the testing of symptomatic infections in high-risk settings, such as hospitals and
congregate living settings, are efficient if strict NPIs are enforced, supportedwith booster third doses and the adherence to the
social measures (Fig. 5, Tables S10e12). This also illustrates the feasibility of transition to endemic following the current
testing strategy.

If more PCR tests are conducted, then more cases will be detected, and hence reported, but the reported deaths will not
immediately affect the cases counts in about two incubation periods. The containment effect of PCR testing on transmission
requires the high compliance of tested and confirmed population to the isolation measures and the adjustment of social
behavior with people's awareness of the epidemic (Fig. 7).

Although ourmodel describes the reality as much as possible, our work presents some limitations. The age is an important
structure to include in a transmission model, given the significant differences within and between age groups in terms of
population mixing and susceptibility. Hence, we are aware that this factor should be included to better reflect reality;
however, extending our model with age-stratification will require more compartments and the applicable contact matrix as
well as appropriate age-related parameters parameterization. On the other hand, our model captures the different trans-
mission risks in groups by stratifying the population into high risk and non-high-risk settings. And our results can serve as a
reasonable approximation of the impacts of this factor to a certain degree. Our projections are based on the latest week of data
(early February 2022), further works to address the rapidly changing transmission risk and the interventionmeasures, will be
required to extend the applicability of the present results. The evaluated transmission risk may change over time, and our
weekly forward Bayesian estimation can help to capture these changes, which are efficient to generate the projections based
on the real time circumstance for our policy makers.
5. Conclusions

A COVID-19 transmission model is modified to allow fitting of the model to recent, more limited, surveillance data. Model
fitting estimates under-reporting of cases in the general population. Simulations suggest that, after easing restrictive public
health measures, a resurgence of transmission that affects healthcare capacity will occur in late March or April 2022. This
resurgence can be mitigated by limiting lifting of restrictions, increased detection of cases by self-testing at home, or by PCR
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testing by public health (both combined with isolation of those testing positive). The model results suggest that promoting
testing and keeping restrictions in place are key factors for an efficient COVID-19 exit strategy.

It is indispensable to the containment of transmission that the public may consciously reduce their social contact when
they notice a significant increase in the number of reported cases. The testing conducted by public health sectors is the means
to help the identification of the infections, and then beneficial to the government to adjust the public health policy according
to the actual infection. Finally, it is the behavior of each person in the community that determines the transmission. Blindly
asking for more testing will not fundamentally mitigate the epidemic, but whether people follow public health policies based
on the test results is the foundation of controlling transmission. This is evenmore important in the transition to endemic after
the lifting of restrictions.
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